Density-Functional Tight-Binding Simulations of Curvature-Controlled Layer Decoupling and Band-Gap Tuning in Bilayer MoS$_2$
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Monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) display valley-selective circular dichroism due to the presence of time-reversal symmetry and the absence of inversion symmetry, making them promising candidates for valleytronics. In contrast, in bilayer TMDCs both symmetries are present and these desirable valley-selective properties are lost. Here, by using density-functional tight-binding electronic structure simulations and revised periodic boundary conditions, we show that bending of bilayer MoS$_2$ sheets breaks band degeneracies and localizes states on separate layers due to bending-induced strain gradients across the sheets. We propose a strategy for employing bending deformations in bilayer TMDCs as a simple yet effective means of dynamically and reversibly tuning their band gaps while simultaneously tuning valley-selective physics.
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Transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs)—notably, the Group-VI dichalcogenides—have been the subject of much recent interest for nanoscale electronics and photonics [1–5]. Single- and few-layer MX$_2$ ($M = Mo, W; X = S, Se, Te$) compounds, unlike graphene, display appreciable electronic band gaps [4–7], making them promising candidates for nanoscale digital electronics [8,9]. Upon thinning multilayer sheets to monolayer thickness, TMDCs undergo an indirect-to-direct gap transition leading to strong and stable photoluminescence, which is attractive for optoelectronic applications [4,6,7,10]. In addition, recent experiments and simulations have shown that the electronic and optical properties of few-layer TMDCs can be controllably modified by external fields [11,12] and mechanical strains [13–18]. The combination of chemical composition, dimensionality, and external perturbations thus provides a rich space of parameters for designing optimized TMDC nanostructures for device applications.

TMDCs also allow for more complex manipulation of their electronic properties. The band edges of monolayer Group-VI TMDCs lie at the corners of their hexagonal Brillouin zones, conventionally called $K$ and $K'$ points, or valleys. Since the monolayer lacks inversion symmetry, the $K$ and $K'$ valleys are related only by time-reversal symmetry, which, in conjunction with spin-orbit splitting of the band edges, associates a distinct magnetic moment with each valley [19]. This property enables selective excitation of each valley by circularly polarized light, as demonstrated on MoS$_2$ [20–22] and WSe$_2$ [23] monolayers. In contrast, bilayer TMDCs lose this valley-selective circular dichroism because of the presence of both inversion and time-reversal symmetries. As these symmetries are retained under homogeneous mechanical strains, such strains cannot be used to break the valley degeneracy. This is unfortunate since strain has been shown to alter the band gap by as much as $\sim 120$ meV/% strain in bilayer MoS$_2$ [14]. Finding a way to break valley degeneracy in strained bilayers would be desirable, as it would enable reversible and simultaneous control over the optical band gap and valley-selective phenomena.

Fortunately, there are options for breaking inversion symmetry in bilayer TMDCs. The first trick is to apply a perpendicular electric field; this enables external control over the valley magnetic moment [24,25], while giving the charge carriers an additional degree of freedom, a pseudospin, corresponding to separate layers in the sheet [25–27]. While calculations suggest that the external field can also tune the band gap [11], experimental realization might be difficult as the required fields are rather large. Mechanical strains, however, need only be modest to induce appreciable band-gap tuning. Hence, in this Letter we introduce a second trick, breaking the symmetry by homogeneous strains due to uniform bending. From elementary Euler-Bernoulli kinematics, bending imposes a linear variation in strain normal to the layers [28]. Should interlayer coupling be absent, each layer would then be an independent monolayer whose band gap would correlate directly with the strain in that layer. In this ideal picture, the $K$ and $K'$ valleys of each layer could be independently excited with photons of specific energy and helicity.

Could this idealized scenario be realized in layered materials such as MoS$_2$ with weak but certainly nonzero interlayer coupling? We address this question in detail via density-functional tight-binding simulations that employ revised periodic boundary conditions to model the presence of curvature in bilayer MoS$_2$. We show that curvature can
induce complete decoupling of layers around $K(L')$ and $K'(L)$ points, meaning that bands localize on separate layers and their energy shifts are governed by layer-specific strains. Each bent layer then effectively behaves as an independent monolayer, suggesting that distinct valleys in distinct layers could indeed be excited independently. These results suggest that curvature could provide a simple yet effective strategy for simultaneous control over band gaps and valley polarizations in few-layer TMDCs.

To model the electronic structure, we used the density-functional tight-binding (DFTB) method with an established set of Mo and S parameters [29,30]. The electronic structures of TMDCs are known to be computationally challenging due to their prominent spin-orbit and quasiparticle features [10,31], and thus they are difficult to model even with density-functional theory (DFT). However, it has been shown that the movement of band edges upon strain follows the same electromechanical trends, regardless of the level of theory, be it DFT or beyond [32]. Most important, these very same electromechanical trends are also reproduced by DFTB [30,33], and validated against DFT even for transport properties [34]. Therefore, DFTB suffices well for the purpose of our work, which is not dependent on high accuracy of numbers but on correct electromechanical trends. For completeness, however, we further validated the method by comparing it explicitly to DFT results for the strain-dependence of the true gap (indirect) and direct gap (at $K$ and $K'$) for bilayer MoS$_2$ under equibiaxial strain (see Supplemental Material [35]).

Efficient simulation of the bending deformations themselves was enabled by revised periodic boundary conditions [36–39]. Conventionally, a flat sheet would be simulated by the minimal unit cell spanned by vectors $\mathbf{a}_1$ and $\mathbf{a}_2$ (in the $xy$ plane), where $[\mathbf{a}_1 \times \mathbf{a}_2] = \sin (\pi/3)$ and lattice constant $a = |\mathbf{a}_1| = 3.16 \text{ Å}$. Here, instead of creating periodic images by the usual translations along $\mathbf{a}_1$ and $\mathbf{a}_2$, rotations were also used. First, cylindrical deformation was modeled by taking one translation (by $\mathbf{a}_1$) and one rotontranslation (translation by $\mathbf{a}_1 \cos (\pi/3)$) followed by rotation of an angle $\alpha = a \sin (\pi/3)/R$ around $\mathbf{a}_1$, where $R$ is the radius of curvature). Second, spherical deformation was modeled by taking two distinct rotations with respect to axes $\hat{b}_1$ and $\hat{b}_2$ by an angle $\alpha = a/R$, where $\hat{b}_1 \times \hat{z} = \hat{a}_1$ [40]. Apart from the symmetry operations, the simulations proceeded as for conventional periodic slabs. We note that in the limit of small curvature, $a$ is small compared to $R$ and the unit cell properties can thus be viewed as local properties. We therefore emphasize that a notion about an overall geometrical structure such as “cylinder” or “sphere” is irrelevant [41]. The deformations are illustrated in Fig. 1.

The curvature is quantified by the dimensionless parameter $\Theta = H/(2R)$, where $H = 6.2 \text{ Å}$ is the distance between Mo-Mo planes in the bilayer. This parameter is convenient because it equals the average tensile strain in the outer layer ($\epsilon_{\text{out}} = \Theta$) and the average compressive strain in the inner layer ($\epsilon_{\text{in}} = -\Theta$), independent of sheet thickness [42]. Finally, for each enforced $\Theta$, the structures were optimized using $10 \times 10 \times 6$ k points and a maximum force criterion of 0.01 eV/Å [40].

Let us first consider the effect of bending on the electronic structure of bilayer MoS$_2$. The first central result of this work is that bending not only alters the band gap but also breaks the band degeneracy as a result of broken layer symmetry [Fig. 2]. This is in sharp contrast to the homogeneous in-plane strains which, as noted earlier, can only change the band gap but cannot break the layer degeneracy [Fig. 2 (top row)]. The bending-induced changes can be understood by considering the orbital composition of the bands. States at the valence band (VB) maximum at $\Gamma$ are dominated by Mo $d_{x^2}$ and S $p_z$ orbitals while those at the conduction band (CB) minimum at $K'/K'$ are mostly comprised of Mo $d_{z^2}$ with some mixing of S $p_x$ and $p_y$ [11,43,44]. Stacking of MoS$_2$ layers confines the diffuse, out-of-plane Mo $d_{z^2}$ and S $p_z$ states and increases their energy, causing the direct-to-indirect gap transition from monolayer to multilayer MoS$_2$ [45]. It is precisely these Mo $d_{z^2}$-dominated regions near the $\Gamma$ point of the VB and $K(L')/K'(L)$ points of the CB that yield the greatest sensitivity to strain-induced lifting of degeneracy upon bending (Fig. 2). On the other hand, due to primary composition of in-plane Mo $d_{x^2-y^2}$ and Mo $d_{xy}$ orbitals together with a small mixture of S $p_x$ and $p_y$ orbitals [11,43,44], the VB maxima at $K(L')/K'(L)$ are more resilient against bending. Moreover, the effect of bending for given $\Theta$ is larger for spherical bending than for cylindrical bending, in agreement with analogous effects seen in equibiaxial versus uniaxial in-plane strains in monolayer MoS$_2$ [16,46].

In addition to orbital composition, it is instructive to investigate the spatial natures of the states. As the second
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**FIG. 1** (color online). Schematic of bilayer MoS$_2$ (purple sheets) on a flexible substrate with (a) cylindrical and (b) spherical curvature, as induced by applied moments $M_b$. Insets show the corresponding Brillouin zones and high-symmetry points in reciprocal space. $K$ and $L'$, $K'$ and $L$ valleys are equivalent, differing by a reciprocal lattice vector.
central result we find that, although initially states are delocalized across both layers, upon bending most of them localize on separate layers (Fig. 2 middle and bottom rows). The localization is particularly pronounced near the CB edge at $K(L')/K'(L)$ where also the strain-induced energy splittings are significant. Note that localization can still be observed near the VB edge at $K(L')/K'(L)$ regardless of negligible energy splitting. This means that it is now possible to define layer-specific direct band gaps [at $K(L')/K'(L)$] and layer-specific indirect band gaps (between the VB at $\Gamma$ and CB at $K(L')/K'(L)$), both of which systematically decrease and increase with tensile and compressive layer-specific strains. The computed layer-specific direct gaps at $K(L')/K'(L)$ are displayed in Fig. 3; as seen, the gaps in each layer are in close quantitative agreement with the DFTB direct gap at $K/K'$ of monolayer MoS$_2$ under equibiaxial strain (no curvature).

Based on the observed robustness of bending-induced decoupling, we now propose a strategy to control valley polarization in bent bilayer MoS$_2$ (Fig. 4). For monolayer MoS$_2$, it is well known that optical transitions at the $K$ and $K'$ valleys are governed by the selection rule $\Delta m_j = 0$ and, as the rule is valid over a wide region of the surrounding reciprocal space, it also carries over to the band-edge (spin-orbit split) $A$ and $B$ excitons [21,22]. While in a monolayer spin and valley are coupled, in a bilayer they are decoupled due to inversion symmetry, and excitation by circularly polarized light can only control the net spin but not the valley population [21]. This lack of control will persist in bilayers under in-plane equibiaxial strain, where only the overall band gap changes [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]; this band-gap change is manifested experimentally as a shift in the absorption and photoluminescence peaks [13,14]. However, now that bending breaks inversion symmetry and decouples the layers, could valley-selective physics be realized in these decoupled monolayers? The answer depends on spin-orbit (SO) splitting of the band edges, which is absent in our implementation of DFTB. It is nevertheless possible to advance general arguments to address this issue by using previous works. First, for monolayer MoS$_2$, strain-induced changes in SO splitting of the VB edge at $K/K'$ have been shown to be more than an order of magnitude smaller than changes in the band gaps [47]. Our own DFT studies corroborate this finding for both strained monolayers and bilayers (see Supplemental Material [35]). Second, previous DFT calculations by one of us [11] have shown electronic decoupling of layers in bilayer MoS$_2$ under an external electric field, with similar inversion-symmetry breaking. An examination of the SO splitting of the VB edge shows that with decreasing
interlayer coupling (i.e., increasing electric field), the SO splitting of the VB edge for each layer at $K'/K''$ approaches that of a monolayer (see Supplemental Material [35]). We therefore infer, albeit indirectly, that SO splitting of the VB edge at $K'(L')/K''(L)$ will likely persist under the combination of in-plane strains and layer decoupling as induced by bending, leading to the reappearance of valley polarization in each layer. Unlike the case of symmetry breaking by external electric fields where the states from each layer are nearly rigidly translated in opposite directions [11], the band edges of each layer in the bent bilayers move towards or away from each other depending upon the layer-specific strain. Thus, it should further be possible to address a specific layer and a specific valley by selecting both the strain. Thus, it should further be possible to address a specific layer and a specific valley by selecting both the

In summary, we have shown that bending-induced strain gradients can induce complete decoupling of layers around $K(L')$ and $K'(L)$ valleys in bilayer MoS$_2$, thus rendering individual sheets as electronically independent monolayers at these valleys with properties governed by layer-specific strains. We propose that this phenomenon could allow for selective pumping of individual $K$ and $K'$ valleys of specific layers by selecting the helicity and energy of the exciting laser. Because the electronic structures and electromechanics are similar across the entire family of Group-VI TMDCs, we expect our results and proposals on MoS$_2$ to be broadly applicable and realizable in other Mo and W dichalcogenides.
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